RDFAdaptor: A set of ETL plugins for RDF data processing
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Abstract. The interdisciplinary nature and rapid development of the Semantic Web led to the mass publication of RDF data in a large number of widely accepted serialization formats, thus developing out the necessity for RDF data processing with specific purposes. So far, several solutions with relevant functional modules have been introduced. But still many requests are difficult to accomplish with minimal overhead due to the limitations of current tools or services, e.g. low integration, high use complexity, poor scalability. In this paper, the RDFAdaptor is proposed as a comprehensive RDF ETL framework for data integration and federation over multi-source heterogeneous repositories or endpoints in a rapid building and cost saving way. The RDFAdaptor can provide user interface and configuration templates which enable its usability in various applications of RDF data generation, multi-format data conversion, remote RDF data migration, and RDF graph update in semantic query process, since it comprises of a set of portable plugins. The paper discusses how the plugin set framework designed on open-source ETL tool and SPARQL 1.1 enables its access to data of different types and formats as well as manage linked data in hybrid storage mode. We demonstrate the features of the plugin set by presenting two use cases or experiments and share the lesson learnt from the practical experience.
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1. Introduction

The fundamental standard for the Semantic Web is Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1], a machine-understandable data modeling language built upon the notion of statements about resources with triple form <subject, predicate, object>, in which the subject represents the resource being described, the predicate is the property, and the object contains the value associated with the property for the given subject. RDF is designed to use among resources mapped at hierarchic levels in a graph-based representation. With the exponential growing of information, the Web has involved from a network of linked documents to one where both documents and data are linked, the advent of Linked Data [2] and its underlying technologies make data reuse and federation possible, and in particular RDF data seems promising for the process. In fact, the complexity of data processing is increasingly challenging, data consumers often deal with various triple data or even non-RDF data, e.g. internal or open data in relational databases or CSV, Excel, JSON and XML files, so the tools or services support for multiple-source data processing which covers the whole life-cycle from data extraction & integration, storage, and querying to applications, is needed.

There are numerous tools used for Linked data preparation. RDF generators which support extracting RDF data from relational database (RDB): R2RML
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Parser\(^3\), exports RDB contents as RDF graphs based on an R2RML mapping document. D2RQ\(^2\) offers an integrated environment with multiple ways to access relational data, including RDF dumps, SPARQL terminals, Sesame API access, and D2SQ servers. Triplify\(^5\) is a PHP Web plugin, which reveals the semantic structures encoded in RDBs by making database content available as RDF, JSON or Linked Data. Many other tools for RDF data processing have also been proposed: Silk [3], a link discovery framework to interlink RDF data on the Web based on the declarative algorithms. OpenLink Virtuoso\(^6\), a SQL-ORDBMS and Web Application Server hybrid for storing RDF data and executing SPARQL queries [4]. Apache Jena\(^7\), an open source Java framework, provides RDF API and triple store (TDB).\(^8\) It has also Fuseki which serves for exposing triples as a SPARQL endpoint accessible over HTTP and supports REST-style interaction with RDF data. Furthermore, To address the challenges of increasing alternative syntaxes for publishing RDF content, there exist a group of tools or services for the conversion between serialization formats for RDF: Triplify\(^5\) is one of the earliest RDF format converters capable of guessing the format of input data. Any23\(^9\) (Anything to triples) can be featured as a public REST-style Web Service for cool URIs, content negotiation. RDF2RDFa\(^10\) (no longer maintained and kept available only for archival purposes) is used to turn RDF/XML content to RDFa schema. RDF translator\(^10\), a RESTful Web service, aims at translating between the most popular serialization formats. Nevertheless, those above-mentioned tools/services are separated in different configurations and require a prepared script or programming task for executing data transformation/conversion or conflict resolution with limited source and storage supported.

Suppose a data consumer wants to build an RDF repository that integrates information from various non-RDF and RDF sources, or merge RDF data in different formats from multiple repositories with less or even no coding, a packaged and multifunctional RDF data process method will be much easier to use and perform more effective. None of the tools or services presented so far support such comprehensive and convenient RDF data processing. Therefore, we developed the RDFAdaptor - a set of ETL\(^11\) (Extract-Transform-Load) plugins, which offers solutions for RDF data processing with straightforward models in good connectivity and scalability. It contains groups of steps or hop algorithm modules, which can be arbitrarily combined into specific functional tasks. The main contributions of our work lies in:

- Redevelop the prominent ETL tool to an RDF ETL framework in a semantic-based way (based on SPARQL 1.1 and RDF4J), and make it possible to manage data of different types and formats from heterogeneous sources or multiple repositories even SPARQL endpoint (remote URL)
- Provide a user-friendly, open to use and intuitive interface service for most of the work involved in RDF data process, which should meet most data wranglers’ needs.
- Support effortless services with various configuration templates in multi-scenario applications, and can help extend data process tasks in other services or tools to complement missing functions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the existing literature or of significance for the study area, and summarizes the current problems. Section 3 outlines the overall design process of the plugin architecture, and gives the implementation details. Section 4 is devoted to describe the main functionalities of the plugin set and application scenarios. In section 5 we describe two use cases/experiments of the plugin set and discuss the experiences and lesson learnt. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and provides the directions for future work.

2. Related Works

Since the publication and exponential growing of RDF data, maintaining data processing and management tasks of increasing complexity is challenging. Plenty of researchers or data solution providers have attempted to fulfill the required outcomes of Semantic Web. In this section a brief
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overview of both types of existing frameworks for RDF data transformation, processing and management are given.

2.1. Extract-Transform-Load Frameworks

Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) is the common paradigm by which data from multiple systems is combined to a target database, data store, or data warehouse, with the task of dealing with data warehouse homogeneity, cleaning and loading problems. ETL arises from the fact that modern computing business data resides in various locations and in many compatible formats. It is a key process to bring all the data together in a standard, homogeneous environment, managing and processing such huge collection of interconnected data costs 55% of the total data warehouse runtime [5]. There exist a multitude of open-source ETL frameworks/tools, most of them are non-RDF frameworks - for example Apache Camel\(^\text{12}\), Apatar\(^\text{13}\), or GeoKettle\(^\text{14}\), which are mainly support for stream data.

Pentaho Data Integration\(^\text{15}\) (also named Kettle: K. E. T. T. E - Kettle ETTL Environment) is a leading open-source ETL application on the market, and has been slightly modified to four elements - ETTL, performing: (1) extraction of data from original data sources, (2) transport of the data, (3) transformation of the data to the proper format and structure, and (4) loading of the incoming data into the target data source to an operational data store, or data warehouse/data mart. It is a set of Java-based tools and applications, and comprises of main components like Spoon (a graphical tool), Pan (data transformation application), Chef (job create tool), Kitchen (an application helps execute jobs in a batch mode), and Carte (a web server for remote monitor). The data sources and supported databases of Pentaho Data Integration include any database using ODBC on Windows, Oracle, AS/400, MySQL, MS SQL Server, et al. Parallel processing is implemented in the software, which enables the possibility to improve overall efficiency performance of ETL when dealing with data in large scale.

Non-RDF ETL frameworks are the key approaches to perform ETL in relational databases or other data formats (e.g. CSV/Excel,XML files), while not able to process RDF data, such as exchange RDF data among systems, extract RDF data from external SPARQL endpoints, transform RDF data from/to other format, or load RDF data to external SPARQL endpoints. As RDF data gains traction, the proper support for its processing and management is more important than ever. Linked Data Integration Framework (LDIF) \(^\text{6}\) is an open-source Linked data integration framework aiming at Web data transformation with a predefined set of data processing units (DPUs), but not user-friendly for new DPUs cannot be added easily. UnifiedViews, an RDF-enabled ETL tool, allows users to define, execute, monitor, debug, schedule, and share linked data processing and publishing tasks with plenty of simple-create DPUs \([7,8]\). It contains three main components: Graphical user interface, Pipeline execution engine, and REST API administration service. However, the shortcoming of inappropriate mapping needed to be addressed in practice. Furthermore, LinkedPipes ETL (LP-ETL) \([9]\), a lightweight Linked Data preparation tool, is developed based on the work of UnifiedViews and focuses on APIs and configurations, while does not support relational data units.

2.2. RDF Data Management

2.2.1. RDB-to-RDF Technologies

RDB is the most traditional and popular storage model and performs well in almost all application scenarios. However, it only guarantees the syntax and structure of the stored data regardless of semantic meaning, and has little effect on data exchange and sharing among the Web users \([10]\). Moreover, storing RDF data into relational databases, namely extending relational databases to support semantic data poses serious limitations on query and raises all kinds of issues, e.g. results in self-joins, and the openness of RDF data mode brings challenges to define a fixed relational schema \([11]\). To preserve the re-usability of published relational data and maximize the profit of utilizing Semantic Web, there have been a number of efforts transforming data from RDB schema to RDF schema (RDB-to-RDF) \([12]\), such as direct mapping or domain semantic-driven mapping. The processes can be broadly classified into four categories:

- Ontology matching: Concepts and relations are extracted from relational schema or data by using data mining, and then mapped to a temporal established ontology or specific database schema \([13]\).
- **Direct mapping.** In this W3C recommended approach tables of RDB are mapped to classes defined by an RDFS vocabulary, and attributes are mapped to RDF properties [14,15] (Fig.1).

- **Mapping Language.** This involves cases of low similarity between database and target RDF graph, as explained by R2RML [16], which enables users express the desired transformation by following chosen structure or vocabulary.

- **Search Engine-based.** Transformation process is based on the SPARQL query of search engines with capability in supporting large collection of concurrent queries [17].

![Fig.1. Direct mapping from RDB to RDF](image)

### 2.2.2. RDF Storage

There are various RDF storage solutions such as triple store, vertically partitioned store, row store or column store. For efficient query processing in semantic-oriented environments, plenty of RDF stores which interpret the predicate as a connection between subject and object have been developed - for example Apache Jena - TDB, Amazon Neptune, AllegroGraph, RDB stores can be considered as a subclass of graph DBMS while they present specific approaches exceeded that of general graph DBMS such as query language SPARQL. Here gives the most prominent instances:

MarkLogic is a multi-model and massively scalable database being developed for storing and querying data in documents, graph data, or relational data, with a similar set of features of NoSQL. Compared to other databases, MarkLogic has a built-in search engine, which makes it easier to build and configure indexes for standard queries. It has several advantages such as agile data integration, low cost and high data security and therefore, widely used in managing regulated data, curating data for advanced analytic and advanced search and discovery.

GraphDB, a semantic repository with efficient reasoning, cluster and external index synchronization support, allows linking of text and data in large knowledge graphs [18]. GraphDB provides functions like inserting and transforming any type of data into RDF format, data reconciliation, ontology visualization and high-performance cluster, as well as supports integration to MongoDB. As a result, GraphDB shows competitive advantages for large-scale metadata management, semantic similarity search.

Virtuoso is an open source hybrid-RDBMS (Relational Database Management Systems) that can be used to manage data represented as relational tables and/or RDF sentence collections. As a sophisticated engine (blending the ACID and scalability) is developed, Virtuoso provides data wranglers with the semantically-informed navigation capacities of SPARQL, the data wranglers may execute custom reasoning and inferring. It is quite popular in many typical application scenarios such as safe & secure fusion of AI and data access, integration, and management due to its features of high-performance, security and open standards-based.

Blazegraph is a high-performance and scalable graph database in support for SW (RDF/SPARQL) and Graph Database APIs with high availability. The Java-written platform’s principal trait is that it offers access to SPARQL 1.1 family of specifications like query, update and service description.

It’s important to note that RDF stores and associated query languages such as SPARQL Query and SPARQL Update offer the means to query and update large amounts of RDF data.

### 3. Design and Implementation

In this section, we first provide the overall framework and a detailed description of RDFAdaptor plugins, then summarize the implementation of RDFAdaptor based on running environment and element composition.

---
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3.1. RDFAdaptor Framework

The RDFAdaptor is conceived as a set of Kettle’s ETL plugins focused on RDF data processing, which allows users to transform, merge, transfer, update, share linked data, and also aims to take maximum advantage of the Kettle’s ETL ecosystem. Fig.2 illustrates the overall framework of the RDFAdaptor plugin with detail descriptions in Table 1.

The RDFAdaptor data access connector is built on top of Kettle and RDF stores, with Kettle’s built-in interface to multiple non-RDF data sources and SPARQL 1.1 query language supported by most available RDF databases serving as a common communication protocol. The plugin set reuses an open-source Java framework RDF4J23 as middleware to realize access to data repositories with SPARQL 1.1 support [21], thereby indicates the dataset level and infrastructure aspect. RDF4J offers an easy-to-use API to all leading RDF database solutions, and allows to connect with SPARQL endpoints and create applications that leverage the power of linked data and Semantic Web. On basis of the Kettle ETL ecosystem, the plugin set is implemented by Java programming backend.

There are four types of specific plugins, which are determined by the combination with RDF4J and SPARQL 1.1 protocol, as well as their intended purposes:

- **RDFZier**: A plugin that transforms input data to RDF data. Input data to this plugin is obtained from a variety of external non-RDF data sources (several physical repositories) such as structured data from relational database by querying the chosen field information with SQL language, or csv/excel file of local system.

- **RDFLoader**: A plugin works as a translator for bidirectional converting between various RDF data formats available on the Web with extended function of splitting/merging files, and load converted results to RDF stores. It supports input RDF data from file system, remote URL (SPARQL endpoints) or string stream. For instance, RDFLoader can change RDF/XML format to the mainstream Turtle or JSON-LD with setting file split/merge size, maybe one splits into several and vice versa.

- **SparqlIn**: A plugin that extracts RDF data from SPARQL query endpoints. It has two types of configuration templates: one is SPARQL Select Query, output data can be RDF format (xml or json) and non-RDF (csv or tsv), the other is SPARQL Construct Query which keeps the output in RDF.

- **SparqlUpdate**: A plugin that is capable of executing SPARQL Update on a graph store, including two categories of Graph Update and Graph Management. It inherits most of the facilities of SPARQL 1.1 Update protocol and offers a variety of update services within the graph store, e.g. inserting, deleting, and delete-inserting of triples from some graphs, creating, copying and deletion an RDF graph, etc.

Taking into account user-friendliness and efficiency, RDFAdaptor was developed with various of one-stop configuration templates created in graphical user interface for all plugins, thus kept clean and straightforward, only SparqlUpdate needs users to do a little programming in JavaScript. More details about the usage follow in Section 4.

Given the time consuming of data collection and complexity of managing, to address these challenges we implemented a hybrid data storage mode which supports both local/remote file systems and RDF stores in a pattern of selection operation. The middleware RDF4J enables the access directly to Virtuoso, GraphDB and MarkLogic, while Blazegraph is accessed by RESTful API.

### Table 1
Overview of RDFAdaptor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plugin Name</th>
<th>Input Format</th>
<th>Output Format</th>
<th>Standards-used</th>
<th>Use-pattern</th>
<th>RDF storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDFizer</td>
<td>Relational Database (MySql, SqlServer)</td>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>SPARQL 1.1 query language: <code>select</code></td>
<td>Template</td>
<td>Local file system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NoSQL Data Stream/Text file (csv, Excel, Json, XML)</td>
<td>JSON-LD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RDF stores:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDFFiles &amp; Triple Stores</td>
<td>N-triples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDFLoader</td>
<td>RDF/XML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GraphDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SparQLInput</td>
<td>RDF File</td>
<td>NQuads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blazegraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SparQLUpdate</td>
<td>remote URL</td>
<td>RDF Binary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marklogic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SparQLUpdate</td>
<td>string stream</td>
<td>SPARQL 1.1 update</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. RDFAdaptor Implementation

The RDFAdaptor inherits plenty of functions of Pentaho Data Integration, having most features required to process RDF data in a high intuitive way. From a user standpoint, RDFAdaptor is free of installation and easy to use. It has been successfully deployed and used in WINDOWS environment with Java Development Kit (JDK) installed, and provides a redeveloped user interactive interface (Spoon) to add and start tasks. Fig.3 illustrates an excerpt of the frontend interface screen where a data process task is designed. A task is composed of three main parts:

- **Task name**: It briefly defines the operation purpose when preparing and creating a data process task, and will further help for task management in practice. E.g. sparql-input-test, as illustrated in Fig.3 (a).
- **Steps**: The main components (a set of functional objects) deployed to make a data process task, contain inputs, desired plugins or outputs. To make the operation easier and more friendly, configuration templates are defined as common field forms by using direct mapping, which have been customized for plugin setting requirements, and can be edited directly by users even if non-specialists (see Fig.3 (b)).
**Hops:** They are responsible for linking the chosen objects (nodes) together and indicating which direction the data flows go. Once the hops are defined, tasks are validated and ready to run.

It further can be seen that the user interface additionally includes modules such as *Database connection* (only for database connection), *Partition schemas*, *slave server*, *Kettle cluster schemas*, *Data Services*, *Hadoop cluster*, and *Execution Results*.

4. **RDFAdaptor Application**

The RDFAdaptor enables a range of use scenarios, including: (1) transformation from non-RDF data to linked data (RDF), (2) RDF data format conversion, (3) linked data migration between triple stores, (4) RDF data update and management.

4.1. **RDF Data Generation**

The RDFAdaptor contains a wide variety of data access, and makes possible complex and reliable data transformations into linked data, i.e., the shift from internal or open data in relational databases or files containing structured data such as Excel, CSV, XML and JSON files to RDF data.

For RDF data generation, RDFAdaptor provides the following features:

- support multiple mainstream non-RDF format inputs, inheriting from Kettle’s strong capability
- visualized, dynamic and advanced RDF schema mapping
- one-stop execution that saves the effort for programming or script implementing
- repeatable data transformation, one configuration and run everywhere
- efficient paralleling process that can provide multithreaded operations

New data usually arrives regularly, a executable and repeatable data transformation is needed for a scalable and lower-cost data process. As depicted in subsection 3.2, a task of RDF data generation can be deployed by adding corresponding steps (configuration templates).

To express how the task works, an application scenario instance of RDB2RDF is given. Using links to external relational database (table) as input with filed information by SQL query, we use the plugin *RDFZier* together to set up a demo task. Fig.4 shows the overview of the workflow of RDF data generation with *RDFZier*, where the process takes two key sets of parameter settings supported by *RDFZier* algorithm. For each newly created task, parameter setting will be implemented in the configuration templates (Fig.3 (b)). Table 2 shows the details of various parameters.
The template contains four main components:

- **Namespaces**: the general part of RDF vocabulary which consists of syntax name, class name, property name, and resource name. For instance, the RDF namespace URI (Uniform Resource identifier) reference (or namespace name) is `http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#`.

- **Mapping Setting**: the most important and useful setting for the plugin, mapping rules from input data to target RDF data in which users should define the resource description URI pattern by following Cool URIs for the Semantic Web, such as `http://linked.aginfra.cn/{sid}`. If the column of Object URIs have values, the coming stream field would be deal with as ObjectProperty triple, and URI supporting the placeholder `{oid}`, otherwise, it would be deal with DataProperty and with advanced datatypes and lang-tag settings. If the stream field such one article’s multi-keywords separated by semicolon, the plugin could mapping to multi-dc:subject by setting the Multi-Values Separator as “;”.

- **Dataset Metadata**: the configuration is used to describe the feature of target RDF data set, some of the elements of Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID)²⁴ were recommended to use, as exampled in Listing 1, the generated RDF data is the test dataset of journal.

- **Output Setting**: options for the multi-hybrid data storage mode, including RDF local and remote files, several kinds of triple store database, and streams output for the Kettle’s next step, which could be realized concurrently at the same time. Input rows could be split for batch processing as well.

²⁴ http://vocab.deri.ie/void
4.2. Multi-format Data Conversion and Loading

The constant expansion of RDF data with wealthy syntaxes brings about the problems in limitations on interoperability between tools/systems and disposal with various syntactical variants. Due to the different features of RDF data formats, data wranglers or Semantic Web developers chose them for personal taste, practical scenario, or intended purpose. To give an example, the most prominent syntaxes for RDF nowadays are RDF/XML, Turtles, and JSON. While RDF/XML preferably is used in information exchanges or large scale datasets, Turtle represents abbreviated syntax more suitable for human readability, JSON (or JSON-LD) is designed for embedding RDF in HTML markup and cutting down on the RDF consumption by Web applications.

Therefore, RDF data translation or conversion between different serialization formats is quite valuable. The task can be developed with the plugin RDFLoader. Fig.5 illustrates the screenshot interface of the service in which can be seen that the configuration template consists of Input setting, Advance setting and Output setting. The data formats currently supported by RDFLoader are:

- RDF/XML
- Turtle
- N-Triples
- NQuads
- JSON-LD
- RDF/JSON
- TriG
- Trix
- RDF Binary

Furthermore, the data source allows file system, remote URL (SPARQL endpoints) or string stream by using SPARQL query shown below - an example
The input format is determined by means of artificial selection, under the premise that correct data source is supplied. Otherwise, the automatic detection of the document format will fail with an error log. Likewise, the output data has three storage options. Table 3 depicts the parameter details defined in RDFLoader. It can been seen in the Advance setting that kinds of verification selectors (error detections) for URI syntax, language and datatype are inherited and reused from RDF4J, learning from the user interface of GraphDB’s import functions, thereby improving the data conversion accuracy.

Another important feature of the plugin is to supporting load the coming triples at the same time, to RDF files, triple stores, and also the streams to Kettle’s next step. All the RDF formats, commercial (MarkLogic, GraphDB) and open source (Virtuoso, Blazegraph) triple stores are supported. It also supports loading the same triples to different file locations and different kinds of triple store at one time.

![Fig. 5 Configuration template of RDFLoader](image)

**Table 3** Parameters defined in RDFLoader

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>RDF triples to be converted or loaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Type</td>
<td>data source, such as local file system, Remote URL or string stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source RDF Format</td>
<td>format of the input RDF data, fully supporting the common RDF formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Input Triples</td>
<td>a selector for input data scale large or not, if the input is large, then the output step can not count, merge or split the triples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaseIRI</td>
<td>resolve against a Base IRI if RDF data contains relative IRIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNode</td>
<td>a selector for preserving BNode IDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify URI syntax</td>
<td>a selector for URI syntax/relative URIs/language tags/datatypes check which returns fail log when corresponding errors occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify relative URIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify language tags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify datatypes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language tags</td>
<td>a selector for language tags / datatype, including fail parsing if languages / datatypes are not recognised and normalizing recognised language tags / datatypes values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datatype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target RDF Format</td>
<td>RDF format of the converted output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit or Split Size</td>
<td>number of RDF triples for the output to each RDF files or submit to stores every batch, the default value is 0, which means all the input data would be processed at one time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Local File Setting | options of file system storage, including three selectors for “Save to File System”, “Keep...
4.3. Remote RDF Data Migration

The maintenance of linked data among different RDF repositories is of increasing important in the Semantic Web, especially for RDF data migration which can realize the feasibility of managing large-scale and distributed RDF datasets. Obviously, the RDF data conversion between two different endpoints presented in the previous subsection 4.2 can be viewed as a form of RDF data migration, but the approach can only be used to migration of different data formats. Given that plenty of knowledge bases are open on the Web, the linked data migration using SPARQL queries is one of the important means for massive RDF data organization and management. The plugin SparqlIn takes advantage of the functionalities of SPARQL 1.1 query language and can be applied to RDF data migration against remote URL (SPARQL endpoint of the RDF stores) in a read-only mode based on graph cache, namely transferring remote RDF datasets locally. Table 4 gives detail descriptions of the configuration parameters in a task of remote RDF data migration, and Fig 6(a) shows the demo screenshot. The task allows both SPARQL SELECT and CONSTRUCT query forms, the former returns variables and their bindings directly which can be accessed by a local API or serialized into either JSON, XML, CSV or TSV, while the latter returns a RDF graph specified by a graph template only.

It should be noted that the user needs to add a text file-like output step, in which more output parameters (file name, target storage path, parent fold, compression or not, et al.) can be set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accept URL from field</td>
<td>checkbox, if checked means the Url of the SPARQL Endpoint would be coming from Kettle’s previous steps and the value could get from the “URL field name”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL Endpoint URL</td>
<td>Endpoint Url queried when “Query Endpoint Url From Field” is disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Type</td>
<td>query type which provides two options: Graph query or Tuple query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL Query</td>
<td>SPARQL query forms: SELECT or CONSTRUCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit</td>
<td>limitation on data size to be processed if necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>the starting position of data processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result Field Name</td>
<td>field specified for file saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF Format</td>
<td>target local data format, either JSON, XML, CSV or TSV for SELECT query, RDF format only for CONSTRUCT query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Rows</td>
<td>definition of the maximum size of the output file, empty of 0 means get all the triples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. RDF Graph Update

As mentioned previously in Subsection 2.2, RDF store is also a kind of graph store which works as a mutable container of RDF graphs. Similar to RDF datasets operated on by the SPARQL 1.1 query languages, RDF graphs can be updated by using SPARQL 1.1 update as a graph update language. Based on the plugin SparqlUpdate, we show how to implement two representative operations of graph
update and graph management using update queries against the SPARQL endpoint of the graph store.

Table 5 describes the parameters of configuration setting in an RDF data update task in detail, and Fig 6(b) shows the demo screenshot. Unlike the other three plugins where the user only needs to fill out the configuration file and functional modules separated and the latter requires some programming in JavaScript, currently, the RDFAdaptor has included most functions of graph update on SPARQL 1.1 Update, which are redeveloped to seven main functional modules (steps) in SparqlUpdate:

- **Insert Data**: add some triples to a destination RDF graph
- **Delete Data**: remove some triples from an RDF graph containing triples
- **Delete/Insert**: delete groups of triples and insert some new simultaneously
- **Drop Graph**: drop an RDF graph from a graph store
- **Copy Graph**: modify a graph to contain a copy of another one
- **Move Graph**: move the contents of one RDF graph into another
- **Add Graph**: reproduce all of the data from one graph into another

Insert Data, Delete Data and Delete/Insert are graph update operations, the rest are graph management ones. Listing 2 shows an example snippet to update the graph http://rdf.nstl.gov.cn/article to insert triples with fields of gid (Unique Key), title, and publication date.

```javascript
var graphURI="{GRAPH<http://rdf.nstl.gov.cn/article>";
var prefix="PREFIX dc:<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>";
var triples="{<http://rdf.nstl.gov.cn/article"+gid+">dc:title"+title+";
+title + "; dc:publicationDate "+year + "}";
var update=prefix+"INSERT DATA"+graphURI+triples+"}";
```

Listing 2. an example of inserting data in JavaScript

Also of note is that the modules in those two types of update operations can be used in a cascading combination to achieve more complex applications.

Table 5
Parameters defined in SparqlUpdate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query Endpoint Url From Field?</td>
<td>checkbox, if checked means the Url of the SPARQL Query Endpoint would be coming from Kettle's previous steps and the value could get from the “Query Endpoint Url Field”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Endpoint Url Field</td>
<td>only used by giving a list of drop-down options of input fields when the option “Query Endpoint Url From Field” is selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Endpoint Url</td>
<td>The value of the Query Endpoint Url would be used when “Query Endpoint Url From Field” is unchecked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Experiences/Experiments and Lesson Learnt

Based on the extensive application scenario design, the RDFAdaptor plugins have been deployed and tested successfully in some practical use cases involving linked data processing. In this section, we describe two experiments or projects in open linked data and data organization in library and information field, respectively.

5.1. Open Knowledge Graph (SN SciGraph)

Springer Nature (SN) SciGraph is an open knowledge graph aggregated data sources from Springer Nature and key partners from the scholarly domain, containing 1.5 to 2 billion triples of journals and articles, books and chapters, organizations, institutions, funders, research grants, patents, clinical trials, substances, conference series, events, citations and reference networks, Altmetrics, links to research datasets and much more (constantly update on a regular basis). It aims at relating comprehensive information about the research landscape, and further increasing the discoverability of high quality data.

To exploit this data, we have set up several experiments on the data processing. Among them, the speed of loading datasets into the RDF store via REST API has reached 11795 RDF triples/s.

5.2. The National Science and Technology Library

The National Science and Technology Library (NSTL) in China is an information service agency of science and technology literature which provides public services of full-text access or knowledge discovery, et al.

Before NSTL releases its core datasets - data about journals, journal articles, books, conference papers, dissertations, scientific reports, patent standards, metrology regulations, and specific resource, lots of preparatory work about data processing are involved. With the Semantic Web opening up new opportunities for data mining and increasing content discoverability, NSTL moved to adopt linked data - the rich representation of data model, and worked to build large knowledge repositories about real world entities and concepts to support advanced knowledge service forms such as semantic retrieval. Traditionally NSTL mainly uses relational databases to store structured data collected and processed from multiple source, so the goal of NSTL is to get through all the links from data collection to relational data release in a low-cost and efficient way.

Currently, NSTL has successfully integrated the RDFAdaptor into the whole data process including:

- ETL of multi-source heterogeneous data
- Semantization of the collected data
- Integration of various types of data
- SPARQL query for internal data manager over graph repositories

With the graph repositories, NSTL is taking further steps in other usage scenarios: e.g., building RDF data into knowledge graphs to serve information needs precisely, or using the links to

---

25 https://www.springernature.com/cn/researchers/scigraph
external repositories to contribute the web of linked science data.

The experiment and experience of using the plugin in industrial use cases confirmed that RDFAdaptor can be used to complement other services or tools with missing functionalities in an efficient way. Using RDFAdaptor simplified the tasks of RDF data processing and at the same time provided us with valuable hints about the importance to adapt to the needs of existing data infrastructure. However, it is apparent that support for some of these functionality dimensions still has limitations and requires further improvement, e.g. manual configuration and editing - a costly process, in plugin SparqlUpdate, the scale of a high-volume data process, et al.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we have presented RDFAdaptor, an RDF ETL framework, which comes with four developer-friendly and out-of-the-box plugins for RDF data processing. The plugin set is intended as a comprehensive solution to address the problem of efficient multiple-source data processing which covers the whole life-cycle from extraction, transformation, integration, and storage.

RDFAdaptor is based on the prominent ETL tool - Pentaho Data Integration and SPARQL 1.1, and embodies the following features:

- Support for multiple types of data sources, including non-RDF data (e.g. Excel, CSV, XML and JSON files or relational databases) and RDF data
- A hybrid data storage mode which supports both local file systems and prominent RDF stores in a pattern of selection operation.
- A friendly and straightforward user interface, which sketched key components or modules such as steps, hops.
- Offer a simple and efficient way to create and start complex data process tasks by providing various configuration templates which can save artificial and cost.
- Multi-scenario applications, e.g. RDF data generation, translation or conversion between different serialization formats, remote RDF data migration, or RDF graph update.
- Flexibility to complement other services or tools, which is proofed in the use case of NSTL.

In addition to the features presented so far, the exemplary use cases / experiments introduced in Section 5 also reveals certain shortcomings of RDFAdaptor. As future work we consider to further improve the plugin functions in various aspects. This includes: existing error detection/check (e.g. URI syntax, language tags, datatypes), encapsulation of the plugin SparqlUpdate, parameter instructions. Furthermore, with the aim to support interaction with other graph repositories and utilize the value of existing data better, we will try to develop some new plugin functions such as ontology-based data access and resolution, RDF data clustering, which would improve interoperability with the Semantic Web and at the same time they would be extendable to many other areas and allow more practical usage scenarios.
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